**EDUCATION (TRAINING AND ADULT EDUCATION) INDUSTRY TRANSFORMATION MAP**

The Training and Adult Education industry supports overall industry transformation, enabling Singaporeans to stay relevant. By ensuring it is both high quality and responsive, it addresses the future needs of businesses and individuals alike.

**VISION**

To build a high-quality and responsive Training and Adult Education (TAE) sector to support industry transformation and good employment outcomes for Singaporeans in the economy.

**PILLARS OF TRANSFORMATION**

**JOBS & SKILLS**

- Improve the career and skills pathways available to Adult Educators

**PRODUCTIVITY**

- Improve individuals’ access to information on training choices and quality through MySkillsFuture Portal

**INNOVATION**

- Integrate training with business solutioning to support business performance and industry transformation

**EQUIP YOURSELF FOR THE FUTURE...**

- Upskill and train the workforce:
  - Training and Adult Education (TAE) WSQ Framework
  - Adult Education Sector Study Awards
  - Adult Education Professionalisation (AEP) Initiative

- Enhance productivity with technology:
  - Training Exchange with MySkillsFuture
  - Training Quality And Outcomes Measurement (TRAQOM) Initiative
  - EDB Productivity Grant

- Boost capabilities through innovation:
  - innovative Learning 2020
  - The Training and Adult Education Sector Transformation Plan (TAE STP)

- Apply blended learning and technology in lessons

- Roll out new pedagogical and modular curriculum, making learning more relevant and accessible